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Abstract :
Thermoplastic matrix carbon fibre composites offer considerable potential for underwater applications.
Various material options exist but there are questions concerning the tension/compressive behaviour
and water sensitivity of the less expensive polymers (e.g. polyamides) for these applications. The aim of
the current work is to model water diffusion and its effect on the mechanical properties of thick carbon
fibre reinforced polyamide-6 composite cylinders immersed in sea water for deep sea applications. To
provide the data for such a model, thin specimens (2 mm thick) have been aged under different humidity
conditions and tested in tension and compression. As water enters the composite, a significant
reduction in the laminate properties is observed. An empirical relationship that links matrix-dominated
properties to water content is presented and can be used for modelling purposes.
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1.Introduction
More than 70% of the oceans remain unexplored. With an average depth of over 3800 meters, it is
necessary to design exploration devices that are able to withstand high hydrostatic pressures. The lighter these
pressure vessels are the more equipment and measuring instruments they can carry, so composites have been
used underwater for many years [1]. The use of composites for pressure hulls of underwater vehicles and
submarines has been an ongoing research topic for many years, since the early work in the UK by Smith and
colleagues in the 1970‟s [2]. The use of glass and carbon reinforced thermoset composite materials for deep-sea
applications needs a thorough understanding of the behaviour of these materials under hydrostatic pressure.
However, the ability to predict the implosion pressures of such materials and under such loadings (bi-axial
compression) is not an easy task, as was demonstrated by the results of the World Wide Failure Exercise [3].
Applications for thick thermoplastic cylinders for underwater applications are rarer, even though there is
an increasing number of thermoplastic matrix polymers available on the market such as polypropylene (PP),
polyamide (PA), polyphenylene sulphide (PPS), polyetheretherketone (PEEK), etc. They offer possibilities for
forming by local heating, attractive mechanical properties, good environmental resistance and the potential for
end of life recycling. More ductile and reparable by melting, they offer a real potential for greatly improved
devices. Studies have been conducted in the USA on carbon/PEEK cylinders [4], [5] and by the author [6] and
were found to be very promising as they imploded at comparable pressures to those of their carbon/epoxy
counterparts. However, it is not clear to what extent the compressive behaviour of thermoplastic composites in
the presence of water will limit the operating depth of an underwater pressure vessel, especially for
carbon/polyamide 6 (C/PA6) composites. The latter are attractive as they are much less expensive than
composites based on high performance matrix polymers such as PEEK.
The mechanical behaviour of composite materials has been extensively explored in the literature and
their performance under tension loads is well understood. However, the behaviour of composite materials
subjected to compressive loadings is less clear. Several studies have shown that composite compressive strengths
are typically 50-70% of the tensile strength [7], [8]. Compressive strength is widely acknowledged as one of the
most difficult properties to measure in composite materials. Hart et al [9] conducted round robin tests within
seven laboratories that used their own test methods and found significantly different results for the same batch of
materials. These differences arise from three main aspects: the test method itself, the specimen preparation and
the operator‟s experience in compression testing. This large difference seen in compressive strengths has been
and is still the source of overdesigned structures, i.e. heavier structures, which is a problem for the weight
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targeted application. Over the years, several test methods have been standardised. These can be divided into
three groups: Shear loading[10], [11], end loading [12] and combined shear and end loading methods [13]. Other
non standardised tests have also been proposed such as the ICSTM test fixture [14], [15]. In general, stress
concentrations can arise when unsupported sections are short, while buckling may occur when the latter is too
long. These can both lead to premature failures. The type of end tab (material, orientation, tapered/non tapered)
and the tab-bonding technique also have a non negligible effect on the compressive strength [15], [16].
Moreover, a large scatter in the strain at failure can be observed within the same batch of materials [17]. An
alternative approach is to use flexural tests. These include three point bending [18], four point bending [10], [19],
[20], pure bending tests [17] and compression/bending tests [21]–[24]. We can use these tests to monitor the side
of the specimen that is subjected to compression, in order to investigate the compressive behaviour of the
material. For the first two, the stress concentrations found at the loading points can be critical, even though some
fixtures have limited their effect [20]. However, in one version of a pure bending test, which will be used here, a
compressive load is applied to a pin supported specimen of rectangular cross section. A bending moment M is
induced once the Euler load is reached, thus creating a buckling instability. This test uses a simple fixture, gives
reliable results and is also an interesting transition between a material and a structural test. Also, it has been
observed that bending tests result in the same type of compressive failure as uniaxial compression tests,
especially for thermoplastic composites [25].
The mechanisms leading to compressive failures for carbon fibre reinforced composites are governed by
several parameters such as the glass transition of the material and therefore the temperature at which the test is
performed [26] and many mechanical properties such as the shear modulus of the matrix [27], [28] and the
composite yield shear strength [28], [29]. Therefore, all these properties are of interest when investigating the
compressive behaviour of composite materials.
The simplicity of the pin-ended buckling test makes it suitable for the investigation of parameters such
as environmental conditions (temperature and humidity). As noted previously, understanding the effect of water
ingress on the compressive properties and the associated failure modes is of crucial interest. However, very few
results are available in the literature [30] and even less concerning thermoplastic composite materials [31]. Water
absorption in polymers is known to have significant effects on their properties. The plasticisation due to water
absorption can reduce the glass transition temperature of the polymer [32], [33], and swelling may introduce
internal stresses. Polyamides are known to be particularly sensitive to water [34]. Water can also cause a
degradation of the fibre/matrix interface [35], [36].
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The overall aim of the current work is to model water diffusion and its effect on the mechanical
properties of thick C/PA6 composite cylinders immersed in sea water for deep sea applications (high hydrostatic
pressures and low temperatures ranging from 4 to 15°C). To provide the data for such a model, several properties
are needed. Unidirectional composite materials are usually considered to be transversely isotropic. For such
materials, five elastic constants are used to describe the behaviour of composite materials: the longitudinal
modulus E1, the transverse modulus E2, the Poisson‟s ratio ν12, the shear modulus G12 and the transverse shear
modulus G23 (or the Poisson‟s ratio ν23) [37]. Except for the latter (G23), all properties were investigated using
tensile tests, as a function of homogeneous amounts of water within the laminate. Moreover, because of the
targeted application, tests have also been conducted in compression (hydrostatic pressure). These data are not
available in the published literature for carbon/polyamide composites. This paper will present the tests and
discuss results concerning mechanical properties over a wide range of water contents.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
The main material of interest here is a C/PA6 pre-impregnated tape from Celanese® (reference: CFR-TP
PA6 CF60-01). It has a fibre volume fraction of 48% and a 1-ply cured thickness of about 0.19 mm (information
given by the supplier). No information is provided by the supplier related to the type of fibre or about the
polymer grade. The second material, taken as a reference is a carbon-Polyetheretherketone (C/PEEK) composite
supplied by Toho Tenax® (reference: -E TPUD PEEK-HTS45). The fibre volume fraction is 60% and the tape
thickness is about 0.14 mm (information given by the supplier). The fibre is a HTS45 12K carbon reinforcement
from Tenax® and the PEEK matrix is a medium viscosity PEEK matrix from Evonic industries (Vestakeep®
2000). Over the past 30 years, many studies have focused on C/PEEK for structural applications (such as aircraft
structures). However, using such a material for the targeted underwater applications is difficult, the latter is 10
times more expensive than the C/PA6 counterpart. Therefore, C/PA6 was chosen here as a low-cost solution.

2.2. Manufacturing process
Composite panels were manufactured by hot compression moulding. The C/PA6 panels were
manufactured at 230°C with a pressure of 5 bar. The C/PEEK panels were manufactured at 420°C with a
pressure of 10bar. For both cycles, the cooling rate was chosen to be 20°C/min. The manufacturing cycles are
presented in
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Figure 1. It should be noted that all C/PA6 plies were conditioned at 0% humidity (40°C) until the
weight stabilised to ensure that each ply was free of water before processing. Each panel that was manufactured
was made of 16 plies (about 2 mm). Unidirectional [0]16 and [±45]4s panels were manufactured. It may be noted
that the measured ply thickness after press moulding was 0.13mm for both materials, i.e. C/PA6 and C/PEEK,
which differs from the initial ply thickness.
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Figure 1 : Cycle used for the manufacture of (a) C/PA6 and (b) C/PEEK panels

2.3. Quality control
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The quality in terms of compaction of plies of the different panels that were manufactured was checked
using optical microscopy (polished sections) on a LEICA DM ILM microscope. Polished sections for C/PA6 and
C/PEEK are respectively shown in Figure 2.a and Figure 2.b.

250 µm
(a)

250 µm
(b)

Figure 2 : Polished sections of unidirectional (a) C/PA6 and (b) C/PEEK specimens

The void contents were determined using the software ImageJ from a mean of 30 images for each
composite panel, according to AFNOR NF T 57-109. The degrees of crystallinity Xc were checked using DSC
(Differential Scanning Calorimetry) on Q200 equipment from TA Instrument at a heating rate of 10°C/min from
the ambient temperature to 300°C for PA6 and 400°C for PEEK. However, the degree of crystallinity in
thermoplastic composite materials is also dependent on the fibre weight fraction W f, equation 1:
(1)
where ΔHf is the enthalpy of fusion of the polymer and ΔHf0 the theoretical enthalpy of fusion for a
100% crystalline material (taken to be 188 J/g for PA6 [38], 130 J/g for PEEK [38]). After each DSC
measurement, the resin in each sample was burnt-off in TGA (Thermo-Gravimetric Analysis) on SDTQ600
equipment from TA Instrument, in order to obtain the fibre weight fraction Wf from ambient temperature to
800°C at 20°C/min under Nitrogen flow. This temperature was then held for 120 minutes to make sure that all
the matrix was removed. Density measurements were also made with a helium pycnometer to obtain the fibre
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volume fraction Vf of each composite. For each measurement, three samples were used at each time. The results
are presented in Table 1 :

Table 1 : Evaluation of the fibre volume fraction, degrees of crystallinity and void contents for the C/PA6 and
C/PEEK panels with associated coefficient of variation
Material

ρ [g/cm3]

Wf [%]

Vf [%]

Xc [%]

Void content [%]

Carbon/Polyamide 6

1.46

58 ± 2%

49 ± 2%

35.3 ± 1%

0.9 ± 22%

Carbon/PEEK

1.57

66 ± 3%

60 ± 3%

28.1 ± 6%

0.6 ± 17%

2.4. Mechanical tests
After processing, each panel was end-tabbed and then cut with a water cooled diamond disc to the
chosen dimension (precision of ± 0.5mm). The end tabs are [±45]3 glass/epoxy laminates manufactured by hand
lay-up. These tabs were tapered to reduce stress concentrations. These were bonded to the different laminates
with a Loctite 406 glue after a Loctite 770 surface treatment, specifically developed for thermoplastic materials.
The tabs have a length of 50mm and a thickness of 2mm. At least four specimens were tested for each condition
and the results are averaged. The modulus values were determined in the range from 0.1 to 0.3% strain. All
mechanical tests were performed in a relative humidity and temperature controlled laboratory (50±5% RH,
21±2°C).

2.4.1 Tensile tests
Tensile tests in the longitudinal and transverse direction were performed according to ASTM D 3039.
The moduli were obtained using an extensometer of 50mm gauge length. The dimensions of the specimens were
(250 x 25 x 2) mm3. To obtain the Poisson‟s ratio ν12, bi-axial strain gauges of 10mm gauge length were bonded
to the specimen. The latter were also used for the determination of the shear modulus G12 on ± 45° specimens
according to ASTM D 3518. The dimensions were (200 x 20 x 2) mm3. Shear strength was taken to be the stress
at 2% shear strain. The cross head speed was 2 mm/min for tensile and shear tests.

2.4.2 Compression tests
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Initially, a standard test method, ISO 14 126 was used for the compression test. Tests were performed at
1 mm/min. The specimen dimensions were (110 x 10 x 2) mm3. However, as will be shown below, strength
values from this test were quite low so a second non-standard pin-ended buckling test was subsequently used to
evaluate water effects, Figure 3. These tests were performed at 10 mm/min in order for test times to be similar
for the two tests (and limit water evaporation in subsequent tests after aging). Strain gauges were bonded at the
centre of the compressive and tension sides of the specimen to measure strain (gauge length is 10mm). The
specimen dimensions are (250 x 25 x 2) mm3.

Specimen

Tab

(a)

(b)
Figure 3 : (a) Pin-ended buckling test fixture (b) Detail of fixture showing eccentricity of the specimen in the
fixture

In the post-buckling stage, the bending moment M in N.mm is defined by equation 2:
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(2)
where P is the applied load in N and δ the lateral deflection at mid-span in mm. The latter is recorded
by the help of a digital camera throughout the test as shown in Figure 3.a. The bending stress σb at the centre of
the specimen and the compressive stress due to the pure axial load σ c define the final equation 3.
(3)
Where b and h are respectively the width and thickness of the specimen in mm. As for the tensile
modulus, the compressive modulus was then determined in the 0.1-0.3 % strain range.
This equation is a simplified expression, based on a number of assumptions such as identical tensile and
compressive behaviour and a linear response. The consequences of these assumptions will be discussed in the
result section below. However, it should be noted that there are fundamental differences between pin-ended
buckling and standard compression tests. The former is a flexural test which introduces a strong strain gradient
while the latter should provide a constant strain across the test section. It has been shown that the presence of a
strain gradient results in higher compressive strain at failure [39], [40]. This has been attributed to less highly
loaded fibres below the compressed specimen surface, which provide support to limit fibre micro-buckling. As a
result it is not possible to compare results from the pin-ended buckling test directly with those from pure
compression tests.

2.5. Aging
The water absorption was determined from the weight evolution of square samples (50 x 50 x 2) mm3 at
different temperatures, 40°C for PA6 and 80°C for PEEK (below the dry Tg of each matrix). The different
samples have been immersed in natural renewed sea water from Brest estuary or conditioned under different
humidity conditions. The aim is to quantify the influence of environment on the mechanical properties. The mass
gain was followed by periodic weighing of the different specimens on a Sartorius LA310 S balance having a
precision of 0.1 mg. Before each measurement in immersion, the water on the surface of the specimen was wiped
off with a paper towel. For each measurement, three samples were used at each time. The water content, M(t) in
wt.% of a sample is defined as follows, equation 4:
(4)
Where m(t) is the mass of the sample at a time t and m0 the initial mass of the sample. Prior to water
exposure, all the samples were conditioned at 0% relative humidity at 40°C until their weight stabilised.
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Controlled humidity chambers were used to investigate the effect of water content at saturation on the overall
properties of a 2mm thick specimen. Different humidities were chosen: 0, 33, 63 and 75% relative humidities
(RH). Saturated salt solutions were used to obtain these humidities: Magnesium chloride for 33%RH,
ammonium nitrate for 63%RH and sodium chloride for 75% RH. Greenspan [41], has shown that these solutions
could be used to reach the given humidity levels. To do so, all the salt solutions were prepared at 50°C. For each
solution, the given salt was slowly added until the salt did not dissolve itself in the solution. It should be noted
that for each solution of interest, the relative humidity was checked periodically (twice a week) all along the
aging process. These were placed inside desiccators inside an oven maintained at 40°C (±0.5°C).
After water absorption, dynamic mechanical analyses were performed on DMA+ 150N equipment from
Metravib to obtain the glass transition temperatures of the composite. The latter was taken as the tan δ peak.
Measurements were made in tensile mode on unidirectional samples of dimensions (30 x 15 x 2) mm3 tested
under transverse tension at 2°C/min over the temperature range from -100°C to 150°C for the carbon-Polyamide
6 laminates and 25°C to 250°C for the carbon/PEEK samples. The frequency was 10Hz and the dynamic strain
amplitude was 2.10-4.

3. Results and discussion
First the water diffusion results will be presented, followed by the effect of water diffusion on the glass
transition temperature and the mechanical properties (in tension, in plane-shear and compression). It should be
noted that these types of results are not found in the literature, more especially in such a wide range of wet
conditions. Some studies have used continuous C/PA6 laminates and performed mechanical tests for design
purposes [42] but without any aging process. Other studies investigated the effect of aging on the mechanical
properties of C/PA6 but without using tests which enable data to be used for designing purposes (ILSS, three
point bending, etc.) [43], [44]. Also, in the latter, aging was conducted at high temperatures (60 and 80°C) for
long exposure times, which is known to cause hydrolysis for polyamides [45], and is not the purpose of the
current paper. Therefore, the data that are presented here correspond to aging at a lower temperature and provide
essential results for the design of composite cylinders immersed in extreme conditions.
This study only considers the effect of homogeneous amounts of water within the laminate saturated in
different wet conditions, in order to directly link the mechanical properties to a given water content.
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3.1. Water diffusion
Water uptake measurements have been performed in order to characterise diffusion kinetics. Given the
low voids contents in these materials, the water ingress is assumed to concern only the matrix. In Figure 4.a and
Figure 4.b, the water uptake curves for C/PA6 and C/PEEK samples are plotted as a function of the square root
of conditioning time divided by the sample thickness. Except for the immersion of carbon/polyamide 6 samples
in sea water, all weight gains can be modelled as Fickian diffusion. Times to fully saturate the samples ranged
from 1 to 5 months. This can be characterised by a diffusion coefficient D and a mass at saturation M∞. The
diffusion coefficient D can be calculated from the initial linear part of the sorption curve where

, eq. 5

[46].
(

(5)

)

Where h is the sample thickness in mm and t the immersion time in s.
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Figure 4 : Water uptake curves for (a) Carbon/Polyamide 6 specimens conditioned at 33, 63 and 75% RH and
immersed in sea water, all at 40°C and (b) Carbon/PEEK specimens immersed in sea water at 80°C

At high water activities (immersion), it is known that the water diffusion in polyamide 6 is not Fickian
[47]. However, to a first approximation, an apparent coefficient of diffusion is presented in Table 2 together with
the diffusion coefficients and weights at saturation for the other conditions.
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Table 2 : Diffusion coefficients and mass at saturation for the samples of interest (*starred result: apparent
coefficient of diffusion) with associated coefficient of variation
Material

Carbon-Polyamide 6

Carbon-PEEK

Conditioning

D [m²/s]

Ms [%]

33% Humidity

1.7.10-13 ± 12%

0.31 ± 3%

63% Humidity

1.9.10-13 ± 24%

1.11 ± 4%

75% Humidity

2.2.10-13 ± 17%

1.36 ± 2%

Sea Water*

4.8.10-13 ± 5%

3.01 ± 1%

Sea Water

2.6.10-13 ± 18%

0.17 ± 6%

Temperature [°C]

40

80

Results from water absorption show that the C/PA6 specimens absorb a much higher quantity of water
than the C/PEEK. The C/PA6 specimens immersed in sea water absorb 3 % of water by weight during aging
compared to 0.17 percent for the C/PEEK. Also, the diffusion coefficients and saturation weights increase for the
C/PA6 specimens conditioned at increasing humidity levels. Published results from Taktak et al. [48] and Do et
al. [49] are grouped in the following table, Table 3, and are compared to the values found in this work. Only the
water uptake in the matrix is considered here.

Table 3 : Comparison with published values for PA6 polymer and composite water uptake

Reference

Water
uptake (%)

Fibre weight
content (%)

Water uptake in the
matrix only (%)

Taktak et al [48]

/

0

8

Do et. Al [49]

7.1

20

8.9

Current paper

3.0

60

7.5

The values are slightly lower here, but similar to published values. The PA6 matrix in our work is a
commercial formulation. However, thermo-gravimetric analysis indicated no additional fillers apart from the
carbon fibres.

3.2 Effect of water ingress on the glass transition temperature (Tg)
Water sorption in polymers can lead to different types of modification. One can lead to an increase in
the chain mobility as water enters the polymer. This phenomenon, plasticising, is known to be reversible and
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decreases the glass transition temperature [34]. Others are irreversible and involve chain scission such as
hydrolysis and oxidation [45], but these are not the purpose of the subject of the current paper. Concerning the
former, results from dynamic mechanical analyses (DMA) conducted on the composite specimens with
homogeneous water distributions following saturation under different humidity conditions are presented in
Figure 5. The DMA plot in the dry state in also presented in Figure 5.b.
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Figure 5 : (a) Decrease in glass transition temperature in C/PA6 specimens saturated at different humidity
conditions (b) DMA plot in the dry state

From this result, it is clear that there is a very significant decrease in Tg from 66 ± 1 °C in the dry state
to -12 ± 1 °C when the specimen is fully saturated with water. As water enters the material, the glassy
amorphous phase of the polymer goes into the rubbery state because of the increase in chain mobility. This
phenomenon is reflected in the glass transition temperature of the polymer, and we could expect a strong effect
on the mechanical properties, especially when the glass transition drops below the test temperature (21°C).
This decrease in Tg can lead to a significant loss in stiffness and an increase in the strain failure for neat PA6
[48]. The question that is now of interest is whether the same trend is observed for composite materials tested in
different directions.
It should be noted that the same analyses were performed on the PEEK specimens before and after sea
water aging. No differences in Tg were observed (177 ± 2°C before aging and 174 ± 3°C when saturated).
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3.3. Effect of water on the tensile properties
This section will present results from tensile tests performed on specimens with no water profiles
(homogeneous amounts of water) after saturation in different environments. These results are essential for design
purposes and will be used as a baseline. The strain gauges needed for each test were bonded one by one
immediately before testing. The test was then conducted within 30 minutes to minimise evaporation of water.
First, tests were conducted along the fibre direction in order to obtain the longitudinal modulus E 1 and
Poisson‟s ratio ν12. Examples of results are presented in Figure 6.a and the evolution of the Poisson‟s ratio with
water aging is shown in Figure 6.b.
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Figure 6 : Effect of water on (a) the longitudinal and transverse strains under tensile loading (b) Poisson‟s ratio
ν12 for C/PA6 specimens

No differences concerning the longitudinal modulus are observed, the modulus having a mean value of
106 GPa. This result is not very surprising as the behaviour of unidirectional composite materials tested along
the fibre direction is highly fibre dominated. It should be noted that no longitudinal tensile stresses at failure are
presented in this work. The stress at failure in the dry state was found to be 1808 ± 132 MPa with a typical fibre
pullout failure mode. However, the failure modes observed for the specimens saturated in wet conditions were
not valid because of an end tab debonding problem. When the tabbed specimens were aged inside the desiccators
and water tanks, the quality of the bond between the end tabs and the composite decreased and invalid
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(premature) failure modes were observed. It can be noted that despite this problem, all failures stresses of wet
samples were found to be higher than 1000 MPa.
The results concerning the changes in the Poisson‟s ratio as a function of water content are quite
different to those for the longitudinal modulus. The Poisson‟s ratio increases from 0.36 to values higher than 0.4
for water contents higher than 1% and then seems to stabilise, Figure 6.b. The opposite trend is then observed for
the shear properties conducted on ± 45° laminates, Figure 7.
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Figure 7 : Influence of water uptake on shear stress versus ±45° strain plots

First, the shear modulus decreases from 2.4 GPa to 1.3 GPa and appears to reach a plateau for water
contents above 1%. Second, the same trend is observed for the shear strength with a τ12 decreasing from 37 MPa
to 22 MPa from 0 to 1% in water content and then stabilising beyond 1%. In a similar way to the results for
Poisson‟s ratio, it seems that a change in the behaviour is observed for water contents higher than 1%.
The third type of tests is transverse tensile on unidirectional laminates as a function of water content.
Examples of stress-strain plots are presented in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 : Transverse tensile (90° to fibres) test curves for C/PA6 specimens saturated under different humidity
conditions

These curves clearly indicate that there is a decrease in both stiffness and strength as a function of water
content, and an increase in the strain at failure. This result is very similar to what is usually observed on neat
PA6 [48] as transverse tensile tests are matrix dominated. It may be noted that the transverse tensile strength at
failure is quite low (even in the dry state) compared to the C/PEEK counterpart that is used as a reference (25 ± 2
MPa for C/PA6 and 83 ± 8 MPa for C/PEEK).
Finally, concerning the aging behaviour of C/PEEK laminates subjected to tensile tests, several authors
showed that the mechanical properties are not affected by sea water when the specimens are fully saturated [31],
unlike for C/PA6 as we just observed.

3.4. Effect of water on the compressive properties

First, the compressive strength was obtained using two different test methods. Then, the effect of water
content on the compressive properties is presented for C/PA6 UD panel.

3.4.1 Comparison of the two compression tests
First, the pin-ended bucking test results are compared to those from a standard compression test (ISO
14126, Method 2) on specimens taken from the same C/PA6 panel. The results obtained are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4 : Results from compression tests for C/PA6 specimens with associated coefficient of variation
Test Method

σ1comp [MPa]

ε1comp [%]

E1comp [GPa]

Pin-ended Buckling

1385 ± 7%

1.53 ± 7%

89.7 ± 2%

Uniaxial compression

513 ± 13%

0.57 ± 30%

91.2 ± 1%

While stiffness values are very similar, within experimental scatter, it is clear that the strengths obtained
from these tests are highly dependent on the test fixture. There is a ratio of around 3 between the compressive
strength values for these two tests. It can also be noted that the compressive modulus is lower than the tensile
modulus, approximately 80% of the latter. There has been some discussion of the analysis of the pin-ended
buckling test in published papers. While compressive strain to failure is measured directly, stresses are usually
determined using Equation 3. An example of the results from strain gauges bonded on each side of a C/PA6
specimen shown below as a plot of the applied bending moment, Figure 9, versus strain measured both on the
tension and compression sides.
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Figure 9 : Applied bending moment versus strain on both specimen faces, pin-ended buckling test on
C/PA6 specimens

The results show the presence of a strain gradient through the specimen thickness and the more nonlinear response in compression at high strain. The tensile and compressive strains at failure are 1.27 and -1.45%
respectively here, leading to a strain gradient of 1.36%/mm. The compressive strain at failure for C/PA6 is
slightly lower than values given by Wisnom and Atkinson for carbon/epoxy at a similar strain gradient in [40].
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From these results, we can see that there is a 14% difference between the absolute tensile and compressive
strains at failure. Equation 3 can be used to obtain a compressive stress at failure but it is based on analysis of a
beam with identical tension and compression behaviour. The increasing difference in modulus values will affect
the position of the neutral axis and hence the calculation of the stresses. An estimation of the effect of the nonlinear compressive behaviour can be made using the method proposed by Montagnier and Hochard. [17] and
Wisnom et al. [22] based on fitting the stress versus strain plots in pure tension (Equation 6) and compression
tests Equation 7):
(6)
(7)
where α and β are respectively the non linear parameters in tension and compression. The values of α
and β were identified on the experimental data and are respectively equal to 4.8 and 18. It is worth noting that
Equation 7 is based on an identification of compressive tests at low strains (0.5% compared to 1.5% in pin-ended
buckling tests). As stated by Wisnom [23] on C/epoxy specimens, it is thought that Equation 7 can be used at
higher strains. The modulus values were taken as the mean modulus value for pure tension and compression tests
in the dry state and are respectively equal to 105 GPa and 91.2 GPa. For the pin-ended buckling test, Equation 7
is coupled with the experimental compressive strain measurements to calculate the compressive stress. This leads
to a compressive stress of around 70% of the value calculated using Equation 3. A more detailed stress analysis
could be performed numerically, but here the test is simply used to evaluate how moisture affects compressive
strains and estimated stresses at failure, so the latter will be referred to as “apparent compressive strength”.
The high apparent compressive strength at failure (higher than 1000 MPa) for the C/PA6 confirms that
it is a suitable candidate compared to the C/PEEK counterpart. Similar tests (pin-ended buckling) were carried
out on unidirectional C/PEEK laminates, and yielded an apparent compressive strength of 1645 ± 29 MPa. Even
though the results are a little higher for the C/PEEK counterpart, the fibre volume fraction is also higher by 10%.
These two compression tests are clearly different, the stress states across the specimen sections are not
the same and the debate on which test is most appropriate remains open. In the remainder of the work presented
here the pin-ended buckling test was retained for practical reasons: first, it allowed exactly the same specimen
geometry to be used for the tension and compression tests. (The standard compression test dimensions are
smaller, so aging times would need to be adjusted to reach the same saturation level). Second, the test specimen
is simpler to prepare, as only one strain gauge is needed on the compression side (two are required for the
standard test).
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3.4.2. Effect of water on the compressive properties

The pin-ended buckling test was used to investigate the effect of water aging on the compressive
properties. First, pin-ended buckling tests were performed on C/PEEK specimens before and after saturation in
sea water at 80°C (approximately 2 months‟ aging). Results showed no reduction in terms of strength at failure,
strain at failure and modulus. Strengths at failure were 1685 ± 29 MPa and 1783 ± 245 before and after aging
respectively. Modulus was 117.5 ± 4.5 GPa before aging and 121.4 ± 3.2 GPa after aging.

It is clear that for the C/PEEK composite the apparent compressive strength and the modulus are not
sensitive to aging. However, the results are quite different for C/PA6. The aging conditions are exactly the same
as for tensile tests. Examples of stress-strain plots are presented in Figure 10
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Figure 10 : Apparent compression stress-strain plots for C/PA6 specimens tested with the pin-ended buckling
test fixture under several aging conditions

These plots show that there is a large decrease in the failure strain when the specimen is tested with
higher uniform water contents. The apparent stress at failure and the value corrected for non-linearity are
respectively divided by 3 and 2 between the dry and the sea water saturated specimens. However, the effect on
the modulus is very limited.
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Figure 11 presents the apparent and corrected compressive strengths obtained as a function of water content.
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Figure 11: Apparent and corrected compressive strength as a function of water content, using Equation 3 and
Equation 7

This figure highlights the fact that the compressive strength decreases by approximately 50% from 0 to
1% water content. Above this water level, the compressive strength only decreases by 10% until saturation. It is
interesting to note that the difference between the apparent and the corrected compressive strengths are lower at
increasing water levels. In Figure 10, we have seen that the stiffness in the range from 0.1 to 0.3% of the C/PA6
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did not evolve with aging. At increasing water levels, the strain at failure is lower. Therefore, since the non
linearity depends on the strain level, its effect is much lower at lower strains.
Then, the failure modes of the specimens subjected to different humidity conditions and tested in
compression were very different. The dry specimens and those aged at 33% humidity broke in a very brittle
manner (the specimen broke suddenly in two different pieces) unlike those aged at 75% humidity and immersed
in sea water, which failed in a very ductile manner. Concerning the specimens aged at 63% humidity, four out of
five samples broke in a ductile manner and one in a brittle manner. It should be noted that Fukuda [21]
associated this failure mode to compressive failures. The two different failure modes observed are shown in
Figure 12.

25 mm
Figure 12 : Upper image: ductile failure mode of a specimen saturated in sea water. Lower image: brittle failure
mode for a dry specimen

The desorption process was also investigated, to determine whether the properties were reversible. To
do so, several samples were immersed until saturation and were then dried until they reached their initial dry
mass. Afterwards, these same samples were tested in compression (pin ended buckling test). Results are shown
in Table 5.

Table 5 : Effect of desorption on the compressive properties with associated coefficient of variation
Conditioning

σ1f [MPa]

ε1f [%]

E1 [GPa]

Dry

1385 ± 7%

1.53 ± 7%

89.7 ± 2%

Saturated in sea water

571 ± 6%

0.62 ± 5%

82.1 ± 6%
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Saturated then dried

1190 ± 5%

1.26 ± 2%

90.3 ± 3%

The apparent compressive strength properties are mostly recovered after the desorption process,
suggesting that plasticisation is the main aging mechanism, even though they are not fully reversible. The mean
strength loss is around 15% after aging and re-drying, but the modulus returns to its initial dry value. The
differences found in compressive strength may be due to a permanent decrease in interface quality after aging,
though experimental variation is also significant. Moreover, as stated earlier, the compressive strength is known
to depend on the matrix shear modulus. Therefore, a lower compressive strength could also be caused by a lower
shear modulus after aging. Unfortunately, such tests after aging have not been performed as the neat matrix
polymer was not available.

Finally, all the values for tension, compressive, shear properties and glass transition temperatures in the
dry and water saturated states are grouped in Table 6.

Table 6 : Values of tension, compressive, shear properties and glass transition temperatures in the dry and water
saturated states with associated coefficient of variation
M(t)

0

0.31 ± 3%

1.11 ± 4%

1.36 ± 2%

3.01 ± 1%

Tg (°C)

66 ±4%

54 ±7%

28 ±5%

19 ±3%

-12

E1tension (GPa)

105 ±5%

106 ±3%

105 ±2%

106 ±2%

111 ±2%

σ1tension (MPa)

1808 ±7%

/

/

/

/

ν12

0.36 ±8%

0.38 ±3%

0.40 ±5%

0.43 ±5%

0.42 ±5%

G12 (GPa)

2.4 ±4%

2.1 ±10%

1.3 ±8%

1.3 ±8%

1.2 ±8%

τ12 (MPa)

37 ±4%

33 ±2%

23 ±5%

21 ±3%

21 ±4%

E2 (GPa)

5,8 ±9%

5,5 ±6%

4,0 ±6%

3,5 ±4%

2,3 ±4%

σ2 (MPa)

25 ±8%

27 ±9%

21 ±5%

19 ±5%

17 ±3%

PC*

91,2 ±1%

/

/

/

/

PeB**

89,7 ±2%

89,9 ±6%

89,6 ±1%

83,9 ±8%

82,1 ±6%

PC*

0,57 ±30%

/

/

/

/

PeB**

1,53 ±7%

1,24 ±14%

0,79 ±13%

0,73 ±7%

0,62 ±5%

PC*

513 ±13%

/

/

/

/

Apparent
PeB**

1385 ±7%

1075 ±14%

719 ±12%

643 ±8%

571 ±6%

E1 comp
(GPa)
ε1 comp (%)
σ1comp
(MPa)
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Corrected
PeB**

1004 ±10%

880 ±9%

601 ±13%

580 ±6%

504 ±4%

3.5. Tg related behaviour

Most of the results presented earlier seem to follow a common behaviour, i.e. the property of interest
changes quickly initially until the water content reaches 1%. For water contents higher than 1%, the property of
interest tends to stabilise. As indicated in the Introduction, the compressive behaviour depends on the matrix
response, so one might expect a similar change in all matrix-dependent properties as water enters the composite.
In order to investigate this, all the matrix dependent wet properties have been normalised (shear modulus, shear
strength, transverse tensile strength, transverse tensile modulus, apparent compressive strength and corrected
compressive strength). These are plotted as a function of the water content, in Figure 13.
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Figure 13 : Normalised properties as a function of the water content for C/PA6

This figure suggests that all the properties are governed by the same behaviour. Two trends are
observed. First, the properties decrease by approximately 45% from 0 to 1% water content and then decrease by
a further 10% until complete saturation. Two different slopes are identified. This is a very useful result, as it
enables all matrix dominated properties to be expressed to a first approximation by two simple equations for
each property of interest, Equation 8 and Equation 9. These can be expressed as follows:
For

,

(8)
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For

(9)

,

For each property, those two constants are shown in Table 7.

Table 7 : Constants C1 and C2 for each property of interest
C1

C2

τ12

-0.3503

0.5849

Apparent σcomp

-0.4554

0.4652

Corrected σcomp

-0.3654

0.5591

σ2

-0.1884

0.7026

E2

-0.2732

0.5644

G12

-0.4131

0.5277

These can be used directly in the design process in combination with diffusion equations to simply
establish local properties as a function of local water content. Given the magnitude of the changes, for C/PA6
composites taking account of water ingress is essential (while for C/PEEK this effect may be neglected). It
should be noted that the two equations that were just suggested are only valid for tests conducted at 21°C. For
the application of interest, the temperature ranges from 4 to 15°C and this has to be taken into account.
It was also shown above that the compressive failure modes changed during aging. Below 1% water
content, the failures were in brittle mode and after 1%, these were in ductile mode. This indicates that there is a
change in mechanism at approximately 1% water content. The glass transition temperatures were determined in
section 3.2 as a function of water content and were found to decrease from 66°C in the dry state to -12°C when
the material was fully saturated in water. This is a well-known effect for PA6 but is an exceptionally large
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change in a composite. When tests are performed at 21°C on a specimen fully saturated in water, the test is being
conducted above the glass transition temperature of the matrix. Therefore, the matrix exhibits a rubbery, ductile
behaviour. On the contrary, a test conducted at 21°C on a dry specimen is performed below the glass transition
temperature of the polymer, in the glassy state, and the composite exhibits a brittle behaviour. An alternative
representation of the normalised properties is as a function of (T-Tg) with T being the temperature at which the
test was conducted, Figure 14. This parameter allows us to determine whether a test is being performed below or
above the glass transition temperature of a specimen saturated in a certain environment.
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Figure 14 : Normalised property plotted as a function of a T-Tg

The last two figures reveal equivalence between glass transition temperature and water content. Then,
the transverse modulus has been determined here as a function of temperature by DMA. The latter was then
plotted as a function of T-Tg in Figure 15, together with the transverse modulus saturated at different conditions.
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Figure 15 : Transverse modulus as a function of T-Tg for tests conducted in temperature (DMA) and in wet
conditions

It is clear that a good agreement exists between these two results. Therefore, it seems that the matrix
dominated properties of C/PA6 laminates are governed by the same parameter, which is the difference between
the test temperature and the glass transition temperature. This provides a powerful tool to predict composite
behaviour over a wide range of conditions. Finally, it was shown in Figure 6.b that the Poisson‟s ratio increased
with water content and stabilised for water contents above 1%, i.e. when the Tg drops below the testing
temperature. A similar trend was observed previously for tests at different temperatures [50], [51]. This increase
in Poisson‟s ratio was associated with the transition to a more rubbery behaviour as water enters and T g drops.
Rubbers are usually considered to be materials which show no volume change during elastic deformation with a
Poisson‟s ratio close to 0.5 [52]. A higher Poisson‟s ratio is therefore obtained when the glass transition is far
lower than the test temperature.

5. Conclusion
This paper presents a unique set of data relating the tensile and compressive properties of C/PA6 to
water content. Water has a very negative effect on the matrix dominated mechanical properties of these
composites which are reduced by over 50%. This loss in properties has been linked to the large decrease in the
glass transition temperature (from 66°C in the dry state to -12°C when saturated with sea water). An empirical
relationship between the mechanical properties and the water content and the T-Tg parameter has been proposed,
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which can be used to account for environmental changes in matrix-dominated properties. The results were
compared to a C/PEEK reference, for which water saturation had no effect on the mechanical properties.
Finally, this work has considered tests on specimens containing homogenous amounts of water.
However, the overall aim of the project is to be able to model the water diffusion in thick C/PA6 cylinders and
its effect on the mechanical properties (implosion pressure). Therefore, future work includes validating the
proposed empirical law on specimens with through-thickness water profiles, taking into account the water
diffusion kinetics and temperature.
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